
 

Newest Voltron sensor powers up its
detection of smaller brain cell signals
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The latest version of a tool named after a 1980s cartoon robot can now
detect small fluctuations in signals passing through neurons, enabling
greater insight into how brain cells communicate. The new Voltron2,
developed by the Schreiter Lab and the GENIE Project Team of the
Janelia Research Campus of Howard Hughes Medical Institute, is
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detailed in a new paper in the journal Neuron.

Voltron indicators are genetically encoded tools that enable scientists to
directly observe changes in voltage in large populations of neurons as
they communicate.

The indicator is made up of a specially engineered protein that responds
to the change in voltage that occurs when specific neurons switch on. A 
fluorescent dye attached to the protein lights up, allowing scientists to
visualize the voltage change.

Voltron allows scientists to image large populations of neurons
simultaneously, and is brighter and lasts longer than similar sensors,
enabling researchers to correlate animal behavior with brain activity over
longer periods of time.

Voltron2, the newest version of the indicator, includes a mutation that
makes it more sensitive to the big spikes that occur as signals leave
neurons and enables it to pick up sub-threshold signals, the smaller
signals that occur as signals enter neurons.

Monitoring these smaller, sub-threshold signals, in addition to the big
spikes, allows scientists to better understand the underlying computation
the cell is performing, giving a more complete picture of the
communication process between neurons.

Janelia's GENIE Project Team used a pipeline they developed for
screening calcium sensors to test different mutations of the Voltron
protein to come up with the new version of the sensor. Collaborating labs
helped test Voltron2 in fruit flies, zebrafish and mice.

The next step for the team is to optimize Voltron, and the microscopes
and data analysis tools scientists use alongside it, so more scientists
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around the world can use the indicator for neuroscience research.

  More information: Ahmed S. Abdelfattah et al, Sensitivity
optimization of a rhodopsin-based fluorescent voltage indicator, Neuron
(2023). DOI: 10.1016/j.neuron.2023.03.009
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